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“Brush!” 

In the panic of everyone’s eyes widened, the dagger stabbed Amelia Su’s chest. 

Almost at the critical moment, Amelia Su Meng turned sideways. 

“Pfft!” 

Amelia Su reluctantly flashed past, but the clothes on the cuffs were still under the cold blade of the 

dagger, a slit was cut open, and Ruyu’s arm also showed a bloodstain instantly. 

In the next second, everyone finally had time, and hurriedly rushed up. 

The one who subdued the woman and protected Amelia Su forced a small bed to be crowded with 

people for a while. 

“Ah, ah, ah!” 

The woman was caught by so many people, and she became extremely nervous all of a sudden. She 

screamed wildly and was extremely hysterical. 

The harsh sound almost tormented everyone’s eardrums, and many people showed pain. 

Someone tried to cover her mouth, but the woman refused it desperately, and it was difficult to cover it 

for a while 

. 

Scar’s face was cold, and he pulled the subordinate in front of him away and then slapped it directly 

round. 

“Crack!” A 

a crisp voice resounded directly throughout the room. 

The woman was also instantly dizzy by the fan, the frantic screams stopped, and she stared at the scar. 

“fu**ing ****, shame on you.” Scar scolded angrily. 

Although the woman in front of her looked like someone from the Demon Castle, it didn’t mean that 

Scar had to be patient with her in every possible way. 

Of course, they are willing to save people, but the premise is that the other party is also a human being. 

This motherfu**er has already directly hurt their people, and it is Amelia Su who hurts, how can this 

scar be endured? 

“You don’t want to live, I’ll send you on your way, and chat with me here. Ah You!” 

“Yes !” “If you 



disrespect your wife, kill!” 

“Yes!” As 

for Scar, he has no Having no mother and father 

, spending all the year around in the Demon Castle, he was considered a rotten person. 

It’s just that he has his bottom line, so he hasn’t been a downright bad guy. 

Living in a daze is the most realistic portrayal. 

But the appearance of George Han and Amelia Su completely changed Scar’s life. Therefore, Scar’s 

respect for Amelia Su and George Han is basically the highest standard. 

Such a big Hidden Dragon, Scar can directly fight him recklessly regardless, which is enough to see how 

much Scar respects their husband and wife. 

Now, this woman dares to hurt Amelia Su, and naturally, the scar can kill the red eye directly. 

civilian? 

I don’t care who she is, I don’t recognize it. 

With the order of the scar, Ah You will immediately start. 

Amelia Su quickly pulled Ayou back and said softly, “Don’t kill people, I’m fine.” 

Scar clenched his teeth, pointed at the woman, and said angrily, 

“fu**, it’s good for you to meet my family. Madam is so kind-hearted. Otherwise, you won’t be enough 

to die a hundred times.” 

“But I fuing warn you, if you dare to mess around again, I fuing promise to kill you with a knife.” 

When the words fell, Scar looked at Azuo and Ayou: “You two give me the essence of twelve points, and 

do as I say, otherwise, even if you are my brothers, you will be as clear and apology as you are.” 

“Yes! “Azuo and Ayou hurriedly took orders. 

Amelia Su sighed, although Scar’s emotions were indeed a little hot, but it was not incomprehensible. 

She leaned forward gently, and suddenly, the woman who had already been beaten a bit suddenly 

showed an extremely frightened expression, struggling and kicking, trying to get rid of the shackles of 

everyone. 

The scar is on fire. 

Again? 

Even if she didn’t hurt Amelia Su now, the scar could 

n’t bear . 

That is, there will be someone controlling her, but what if there is not? ! 



Then she didn’t repeat the same trick? Therefore, she didn’t listen to her words at all, so Scar was 

impatient. 

“Wait a minute!” 

Just when Scar was about to start with the knife, suddenly, Amelia Su shouted loudly. 

“Madam, what’s the matter? It’s not like you were a child, it’s good that you have a good heart, but it’s 

also time to score.” 

“You don’t care about this, anyway, I’m going to kill her anyway, if you want If the crime is punished, 

then it will be enough.” 

After Scar finished speaking, he was about to act, he had thought about it, it didn’t matter what 

happened to him, the first thing was to ensure Amelia Su’s safety. 

“Scar, pay attention to her expression!” Amelia Su pointed at the woman’s face anxiously. 

Following Amelia Su’s reminder, Scar hurriedly looked at it, and sure enough, Scar was completely 

stunned in the same place… 
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“Sick?” 

“It seems that not only is he ill, but he is also seriously ill.” A Zuo also nodded. 

Ah You frowned and agreed. 

At first, everyone didn’t pay attention, but now, taking a closer look, this woman’s expression is really 

memorable. 

She looked at Amelia Su with extremely vicious eyes, and at the same time there was a deep fear. 

But on the other hand, now that the knife is clearly going to kill her, her eyes looking at the knife scar 

are indeed gentle, and even… with an extremely strong cry for help. 

Isn’t that outrageous? 

She hated and feared the person who wanted to save her, and she was not afraid of the person who 

wanted to kill her, and even threw the softness of asking for help at him. 

This is not a serious illness, what else could it be? 

“Damn it, I’ll just fu**ing say, these three -eighth 

-ninety are rude, if you don’t give her a taste, she won’t even know how many eyes Mawang has. 

” Look, isn’t she very obedient.” 

As soon as Scar said, Azuo Ayou was the first to nod in approval. 

Amelia Su shook her head. 

“No.” 



If it was said to be sick, the girl didn’t look like it. 

Because people with this type of mental illness are often not so clear in their eyes. 

But although the girl was panicked, her eyes were very smart. 

So, she is a normal person. 

Where is the problem? 

Thinking of this, Amelia Su observed carefully. Knife Scar 

was a little impatient: “Madam, why are you doing so much? I’ll cut her down with one slash. It saves a 

lot of trouble. 

“ 

The impact is still under careful observation. 

Seeing this, Scar and the others had to wait helplessly. 

Without Amelia Su’s order, they still did not dare to do anything casually. 

About a minute later, Amelia Su’s glasses were a little tired. She looked around, but she didn’t find 

anything wrong with the woman. 

Scar pouted and shook his head: “To tell the truth, I don’t want to kill this daughter, if this girl isn’t a 

scumbag.” 

A Zuo has followed Scar for many years. Qiao, he knew what Scar wanted to say, and immediately said 

with a wry smile: “Why, boss, do you like someone?” 

Scar smiled, but did not refute. 

Ah You glanced at the woman and said, “Big brother has been single for so long, isn’t it normal to have a 

crush on this?” 

“Don’t tell me, although this woman is from the Demon Castle, she is different from the ordinary 

Tianmo 

Castle women . In comparison, it seems to be very different.” 

“It is indeed a lot higher.” 

As we all know, the demons have relatively large bodies, relatively burly bodies, and relatively rough 

skin, all of which are caused by the environment. 

Of course, these also allow them to better adapt to here. 

But the woman in front of her seemed to be an exception. 

The skin is smooth and fair, not worse than Amelia Su. 

And you must know that Amelia Su is a top-notch beauty, even in the Central Plains human race, it is 

already considered excellent. 



Therefore, with such a horizontal comparison, it is possible to see how good the skin of the woman in 

the Demon Castle is. 

It’s no wonder that Scar, who was still furious a second ago, has a different mind at this moment. 

Scar slapped his mouth, and said angrily: “I see a fart, he 

looks good, but it’s a pity that he’s a madman of his mother, I’ll go.” 

Azuo Ayou nodded, Too. 

Amelia Su, who had been silent for a while, smiled softly at this time. 

“In my opinion, she may not be sick, she is normal.” Amelia Su said. 

Knife Scar frowned: “Madam, isn’t it, it’s all at this time, do you still have to forcibly maintain these 38? 

I’ll go, I really don’t know where the 38 is, you have to…” 

“Yeah . , Madam, we all know that you are kind-hearted. But…you have to have a degree.” 

Amelia Su smiled, she knew that if she kept saying this, I’m afraid they would all say that they are the 

mother of a b!tch. 

However, she was by no means what they said, and she said it because she did find something different. 

“You don’t believe it? Well, give me a minute.” 
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“One minute?” 

“Madam, you said that in one minute you can cure this kind of shit. If You can do this, why are you still a 

lady, isn’t it better to be a Bodhisattva and become a Buddha?” 

“Yeah.” The 

three Scarred faces were full of disbelief. 

Amelia Su smiled lightly: “I can’t be a Bodhisattva, but it’s easy for me to ask her to get lost and find her 

way back.” After 

that, Amelia Su carried a real energy directly in her hand, and in the next second, she grabbed the 

woman’s shoulder violently. scored. 

The woman resisted extremely fiercely at first. 

But not long after, she just sat there obediently and didn’t move, letting Amelia Su instill her true 

energy. 

After just ten seconds, Amelia Su directly withdrew his true qi and his hand. 

And a strange scene happened to the woman at this time. 

The seemingly fair 



skin quickly began to grow old and wrinkled, and as the whiteness faded, the green-yellow color began 

to climb up all parts of the body. 

She is “aging” at a speed visible to the naked eye. 

After a while, the fair-skinned woman in front of her turned into a woman with relatively rough skin and 

a darker-yellow complexion. 

However, this woman still looks beautiful, just like a different person from before. 

“I’m going, this…this is…” 

“Oh, I really thought Madam had a kind-hearted face, but it turned out that I was thinking too much.” 

“Yeah, it doesn’t matter if you don’t make a move. This move will directly kill people.” 

“If you don’t kill others, but make them ugly, what is life better than death? That’s it.” 

“I suddenly remembered my family. That tigress is the same with her. Every time I made a mistake, she 

always smiled and told me that it was fine. 

At that moment, I felt that my tigress was the most gentle and considerate woman in the world. But, 

who the hell knows, these are just the tranquility before the storm. Hey, let’s not talk about it, it’s 

depressing just thinking about it.” 

A Zuo Ayou and Scar, when the three saw this scene, when Even whispered. 

Amelia Su rolled her eyes when she heard it, darling, who said that women are bad at chewing their 

tongues? If this man chews, he is no worse than any woman. 

Amelia Su didn’t bother to care about the three of them, looked at the woman in front of her gently, and 

asked with concern, “Girl, you can open your eyes.” After the 

words were finished, the woman opened her eyes carefully. 

As soon as she saw so many people around, she was startled, struggling to escape from here. 

But when she moved like this, Scar, who had already suffered a loss, was instantly so frightened that 

they raised their hearts to their 

throats, and they all drew their knives and were ready to do it. 

Fortunately, Amelia Su hurriedly stood in front of everyone, and immediately protected the woman by 

her side. 

“Don’t be afraid, it’s okay, we are not bad people, we are here to save you.” 

In fact, it was all good, after all, Scar and several people were subconscious reactions. 

But when they saw that Amelia Su was so close to the woman again and held her in his arms in order to 

protect the woman, Scar and others couldn’t calm down at all. 

Previously, when Amelia Su was still a little away from her, she was almost stabbed by her with a 

dagger. Now, at a closer distance, the level of danger will obviously increase sharply. 



Scar and others also realized this, but it was obviously too late to rescue them at this time. They had to 

put down the knife quickly, and then looked at the woman as if they were rescuing the hostage. 

“Don’t… don’t mess around.” 

“ 

Something… something to discuss.” 

“Yeah, if you hurt our wife, we… we will definitely not let you go.” The 

three said while saying Quickly bend over and take a posture that can go in and out. 

Others also threw away the weapons in their hands, for fear of accidentally angering the woman. 

Looking at their appearance, Amelia Su really couldn’t help laughing and crying. 

It was obvious that she was holding the woman and protecting her behind her back, but the scene 

looked like she had been kidnapped, and everyone wanted to rescue her. 

The woman in her arms also raised her head at this time, then looked at Amelia Su, and then looked at 

the strange behavior of Scar’s gang, and was completely confused for a while. 

Just when Amelia Su wanted to speak, the woman spoke first. 

“Sister, the people you brought…they…are they sick?” 
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sentence, the scene is dead silent. 

Amelia Su was stunned by the question, but after being stunned, she couldn’t help but want to laugh. 

Scar and others were also completely dumbfounded, and at the same time, an inexplicable sense of 

humiliation rose from their hearts. 

What? 

Are we sick? ! 

Of course, Scar and the others will not forget that not long ago, a group of them scolded whether this 

woman was sick. 

Who the hell would have thought that the same thing would happen to them so quickly? 

You can’t call it too much, it’s simply the retribution of ** fruit. 

“I’m going, she scolded us just now?” 

“Brother, what kind of a blade is this?” 

“Do you know the feeling of being scolded by a lunatic? Damn, that’s it now.” 

Scar’s gang Everyone was numb, and stood dumbfounded for a while, not 



knowing what to do at all. 

Amelia Su looked at their stupid appearance and couldn’t help joking: “Yeah, they are all sick, don’t 

know them in the same way.” 

The woman nodded obediently. 

“Actually, I can understand it.” “Looking at their appearance, I know that they are from the Demon 

Castle. How many of them are mentally normal after experiencing these things in this Demon 

Castle?” 

Pulled to the extreme. 

The three of Scar were stunned, what the fu** is going on? ! 

This girl is afraid that it is not only a serious illness, but also the kind of cancer, right? ! 

Amelia Su smiled and did not intend to continue teasing Scar and others. 

Looking at Scar, she opened her mouth: “Okay, I won’t tease you anymore, this girl is not sick, and 

neither are you.” 

“Madam, this… what’s going on 

?” Scar was puzzled. . 

Amelia Su smiled lightly: “She was anti-conscious before, so she was naturally misunderstood by you, 

but now, because you didn’t understand the situation, she has returned to normal again, so in her eyes, 

you are abnormal again. , Do you understand?” 

Scar nodded subconsciously, but after thinking about it, it’s not right, he understands a fart. 

Originally, there was a paste in my head, and it was fine if I didn’t say it. Why did Amelia Su Yue say, the 

paste is getting thicker and thicker? 

Looking at Azuo and Ayou, these two guys are also confused by the second monk. Obviously, it’s not 

that their IQ is low, but that everyone doesn’t understand. 

That’s good, it’s not that he is simply mentally retarded, everything is fine. 

“Ma’am, I don’t understand, what does it mean?” 

Amelia Su smiled. 

In fact, she didn’t understand what was going on at first, until Scar and the others were chatting, and 

she suddenly realized it. everything. 

“What’s up with us?” Scar continued to wonder. 

“White!” Amelia Su said, “You said that people in the Demon Castle, whether men or women, should 

not have such fair skin.” 

Scar nodded, saying that, this It’s true, but what does this mean? ! 



“It means that something is wrong with her. It’s abnormal. At this time, if you add the look in her eyes 

when she looks at us, can it explain something more?” 

Scar shook his head, he still didn’t understand. 

Amelia Su was helpless: “Think about it carefully, in such an environment, you want to keep these 

women behind, and they don’t run away, but when they see us coming to save them, they have to hide 

themselves obediently, which shows that What?” 

Scar thought and thought, feeling that his brain had been surging hundreds of times in his head, but in 

the end, he could only accept a brutal reality. 

He couldn’t understand, and, compared to the previous chaos, it was even more chaotic now. 

On the other hand, Ah You, after hearing Amelia Su’s words, seemed to have thought of something, but 

he was still frowning, as if he was doing the final combing. 

Amelia Su was not in a hurry and waited quietly. 

Everyone is also thinking hard, only the scar, like an outsider, look at this, and a little doubt their own IQ. 

At this moment, Ah You’s glasses suddenly lit up: “I understand!” 
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Ah You’s sentence, which attracted everyone’s attention, and Scar, like a two hundred and five, quickly 

stared at him. 

Come on, my subordinates know it, why don’t I know it at all? ! 

Amelia Su smiled lightly and looked at Ah You: “You said it, Ah You.” 

“In this situation as Madam said, the best way is to make these women’s consciousness opposite, in 

other words, in the eyes or consciousness of these women. When they see bad people, they think they 

are good people, and when they see good people, they think they are bad people.” 

“Naturally, in this case, those who kept them here naturally became their rescuers. The good people of 

our lives, on the other hand, when we really good people come, they become the so-called bad people 

in their eyes.” 

“Naturally, when they see us, they will not need anyone’s guidance in the future, so they will avoid it 

subconsciously.” 

” This point 

can also be confirmed from the lady and the boss just now.” 

“Mrs. Ming is the kindest, but the feedback from this woman is the most intense, and the boss is 

obviously more angry, but the woman’s attitude towards her is also even more. Be gentle.” 

Hearing Ah You’s words, everyone suddenly realized that it was exactly what he said. 

Everything is explained. 



“Madam, you are really a fairy. Although you have said it now, everyone understands it at once, but it’s 

just…” 

“Yes, Madam, we really are not. Flattering, but you are too powerful.” All the 

people admired. 

Amelia Su shook her head: “Actually, it’s not necessarily my function alone. It was when you said that 

her skin was white and I suddenly remembered that something seemed wrong.” 

Scar touched his head: “ 

Madam , what you said, I actually But there is a question, these people can find a way to turn their 

consciousness into the opposite, why do they have to whiten her skin? I mean, if you don’t whiten it, 

wouldn’t it be more flawless?” 

Amelia Su nodded . : “Because the human heart is not enough, the snake swallows the elephant.” 

“What does this mean?” 

“Have you noticed that this girl is very beautiful?” 

Scar does not deny it, even though the girl’s skin has changed back to its original state now. , However, 

her appearance is still extremely beautiful, not to mention in the Demon Castle, even in the entire 

Demon Clan, she can be well-deserved to be called the word “beautiful”. 

“If my expectations are right, all of them should be high-class beauties like her.” 

“Madam means…” Azuo Ayou seems to have understood what Amelia Su meant. 

Just like living creatures, they are divided into 

several grades, elementary, intermediate, and excellent, and the beauties here are undoubtedly top. 

The junior ones are killed at will, the intermediate ones are imprisoned, the superior ones may be 

entertained by executives such as Angelica, and the superior ones are obviously used by people who are 

more senior than them. 

Interlocking, layer-by-layer digestion, is the real phenomenon here. 

For this, Amelia Su was mixed. 

The worry is naturally that according to Canglong’s previous statement, there are still at least 10,000 

women detained here. 

But the happy thing is that although these women are classified as top-quality, at least the best-quality 

ones correspond to people of higher rank than angelica. 

Amelia Su thought about it, if you destroy this place, at worst, you can hit the opposite side. 

And if the momentum is good, you can even follow the vine and dig a wave of bigger fish. 

Thinking of this 



, Amelia Su snorted coldly: “Azuo Ayou listens to the order.” ” My 

subordinates are here.” 

“Organize all the troops immediately, and let us rescue everyone here.” 

People, secondly, Amelia Su now also knows what those men in black are guarding. Once the old nest 

here is taken away, it can also relieve the pressure on George Han to the greatest extent. 

Just chop off you guys in black who care when the time comes. 

“I’m waiting for you outside, you just look for someone, and when you find them, bring them all to me, 

and I’ll help them solve their negative situation myself.” 

“Act quickly.” 

“Yes!” As soon as 

the voice fell, Azuo Ayou immediately led the people to move quickly. 

Amelia Su, Knife Scar, and a few followers did not neglect in the slightest. The group rushed outside the 

house and officially rolled out to wait… 

For this underground dragon city, the grave digging really begins… 
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Eighty-five people, except Amelia Su, Scar and four followers, the other seventy-nine people raided in a 

three-person team every house. 

With the experience of the last time, it is almost easy for them to find someone now, and the efficiency 

is extremely high. 

Soon, women began to be continuously taken out of the house by them, and then handed over to 

Amelia Su. Finally, Amelia Su gave them simple treatment. 

The recovered women gradually understood what was going on, and some women began to “catch 

people” for them spontaneously 

. 

Just half an hour later, more than 10,000 people have been rescued nearly 2,000 people. 

However, at this moment, Amelia Su suddenly raised her hand to stop the continuation of the steps. 

“Ma’am, are you tired?” 

Scar asked concerned 

. 

Although Madam treats these women quickly and the operation is simple, such frequent visits, no 

matter how little energy is used, will add up to a lot, and in the end, it will simply become more and 

more. 



Therefore, seeing Amelia Su like this, Scar couldn’t help but be a little worried. 

Amelia Su shook her head. 

Tired must be tired, but in order to save people, Amelia Su is not unable to persevere. 

The real core problem is that George Han may not be able to wait that long. 

Amelia Su put it bluntly to help George Han to relieve the pressure, so as to adjust the tiger away from 

the mountain. 

If it is purely used to save people, what is the point? ! 

What’s more, if George Han has no way to deal with it, once he fails, in fact, saving more people will be 

in vain. 

Without this master in front, it would be impossible for them to deal with the group of men in black. 

Strategically, the two sides are basically 

equivalent to one ship. 

“We should do something.” 

Amelia Su looked at a row of houses not far in front of her. 

There are about a hundred houses in total, and the area occupied is not large, but it is definitely not 

small. 

“Madam, you want to…” 

Amelia Su replied softly: “Knock on the mountain and shake the tiger.” 

“This subordinate understands.” After the 

words were finished, Scar stepped forward and ordered loudly: “Azuo, lead a large group of people, and 

immediately go to the previous entrance. Ambush, be sure to be one husband and ten thousand 

people.” 

“Yes!” 

“Eighty-four team members, I will divide you into sixty-four people. It can be said that all the main forces 

have been handed over to you. Just one request, No matter what method you use, even if you block me 

with a corpse, you have to block it for half an hour, understand?” 

Scar’s face was serious, and the order he gave was almost a death order. 

He is very clear that 

the most critical point of the whole thing is the current action, and there is no room for mistakes. 

A Zuo nodded suddenly: “Please rest assured, boss and madam, even if A Zuo and a group of brothers 

die, they will definitely guard the entrance and prohibit any enemy from entering.” 

“Okay.” 



Scar finished, looking at Ayou: “As for you, Ayou, I ordered you to lead sixteen people and immediately 

transfer these women to a safe place.” 

“Your mission is to protect them, understand?” 

Ah You took the command with both hands: “This subordinate understands.” 

“As for the remaining four brothers, your task today is to assist Madam and me. I also said hello in 

advance. I know that I may be a hindrance now. 

” So, if there is any trouble or danger, you must abandon me in time to protect the lady, this is a death 

order, understand?” 

“Even if the 

lady is alive, you must obey me, I’m not just taking polar bears The identity of the commander is 

ordering you, and it is also ordering you with our private brotherhood.” After the 

words were finished, the remaining private person hurriedly bent over to take the order: “Boss, don’t 

worry, as long as the four of my brothers are not dead, no one will be allowed. Hurt Madam.” 

“That’s good.” Scar smiled in satisfaction and continued: “This time, we have to pass this level, and in 

the future, we will eat and drink spicy food, and go to the peak of life.” 

“But we can’t pass this . Brothers can rest assured that I will be waiting for you on Huangquan Road, let’s 

reincarnate together, and continue to be brothers in his mother’s next life!” “ 

Okay!” 

Directly explode the atmosphere of the whole scene. 

Seeing that the situation was almost over, Amelia Su also stood up: “Act now, knock the mountain!” 
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Wow! 

Azuo Ayou immediately led the action. 

The large unit attacked the entrance, while the small unit protected the women to the hidden place. 

In the whole place, only Amelia Su, Scar, and four brothers were left in an instant. 

Amelia Su stared at the large room in front of her. 

After that, the whole person slammed with true qi, worked together, and the next second, burst out. 

“Boom!” A 

huge real energy suddenly flew out of Amelia Su’s hands and crashed into the house. 

Just like the stunning appearance in the Book of Eight Desolations, the moment the zhenqi arrived, the 

next second, a huge explosion started to swept the entire underground dragon city with a strong 

tremor. 



Everyone began to be shaken, and even the houses that were some distance away began to tremble and 

were destroyed. 

Not to mention the place at the center of the explosion. At this time, when the white light burst, the 

whole place 

was completely turned into ashes in the firelight. 

At almost the same time, George Han was there. 

In the face of the attack of tens of thousands of men in black, even George Han had already cut off the 

connection with the magic dragon and fought them to the end with the determination to win. 

You can always beat four hands with two fists. 

This group of people is very strange, and their cultivation is extremely powerful, and their minds are 

extremely firm, so that George Han has no chance at all, like before, to alienate them or directly destroy 

their morale. 

In this situation, George Han’s only option is to fight recklessly. 

But nearly an hour of reckless fighting has almost made George Han exhausted. 

“George Han, your mother is still very strong.” 

“For an hour, you have supported so many of us in attacking for so long with your own strength.” 

“I must 

say, I am right You guy, you still have the slightest admiration.” 

Black Shadow said gloomily in some unknown place. 

Regarding George Han, his initial thought was that this guy could support him, but at most half an hour, 

after all, his advantage in numbers was huge. 

Even if a few top experts come here, they can only return them with corpses. 

Unexpectedly, this guy George Han is only one person, but not only persisted for half an hour, but also 

doubled directly. 

But so what? 

Now, even though George Han has dragged the time to an hour, he still believes that George Han’s 

current situation must be at the end of the line. 

Therefore, in his eyes, George Han today is no different from a dead person. 

“It’s a pity, a person as powerful as you is not going to die under my 

knife ?” 

George Han swept away all the men in black in front of him, and smiled coldly: “You rat, Do you only 

hide behind your back and shoot your mouth?” 



“Unfortunately, you can’t do well with your face.” 

“A lot of people have taken my life, how old are you? Lao Tzu’s head is not the same as hanging on it. Is 

this?” 

Hearing George Han’s ridicule, Hei Ying was furious, but he laughed back in an instant. 

“George Han, George Han, you are still so hard on a dying person? Do you still have the strength to 

continue to fight?” 

“So what?” George Han said dismissively. 

“I don’t believe it. For an entire hour, you have so many enemies against us. Even if you are a cow, you 

will be exhausted. What’s more, you are not a cow at all.” 

“Joke, of course I am not a cow, I am you. Grandpa.” 

“Grandson, take a look at it, your grandfather, I’ll show you the show 

.” 

After he finished speaking, George Han suddenly burst into anger, and the whole person was like a god, 

and suddenly rushed into the dense crowd of black clothes! “ 

“What? This… this is impossible! Seeing 

George Han’s sudden burst of incomparably powerful energy, the shadow was stunned. 

George Han had obviously been completely exhausted by himself, his movements had slowed down 

significantly, and the power of the attack he played It has also become smaller, and all of this is proving 

that there is no problem with his guesses. 

But why… this guy is suddenly full of rage? 

This… is impossible. Why 

? 

Stupid, why aren’t those people in black? They were all about to start making 3,000 Korean dumplings, 

but how did they know that the dumplings suddenly changed? 

In that instant, they became dumplings… 

what the hell ?! 

Chapter 4498 

a hurry, George Han has already killed him. 

The swordsman in his hand doesn’t care whether you react or not, it’s just a frenzy of slaughter. 

In just a few moments, countless men in black were buried under the sword of George Han. 

“Hold on, hold on, hold on for me.” 



Sombra hurriedly shouted. 

The reaction from the man in black was really fast, and almost immediately after hearing the shouting of 

the shadow, they reorganized and assembled. 

After that, the entire army finally reacted, and after barely stabilizing the formation, they began to 

besiege George Han again. 

While George Han continued to kill, he was very depressed. 

It was too long to wait, so it was useless again. 

It has been a long time since Taixu used it last time before it can be used again… 

According to 

this situation, it is estimated that it will be used next time, and I don’t know how long the light will be. 

Under the emptiness, George Han’s spirit and real energy reached a full state again. 

George Han didn’t intend to hide, anyway, the aim was to bombard him indiscriminately. 

He thought very clearly, how much he could do. 

As for what to do next, who the hell cares! 

Boom! 

Following George Han’s direct palms, an explosion exploded on the ground. 

It is a fact that there are many people in black, but once a local explosion occurs, it is also a bad thing. 

An explosion and a nest of people have to be lifted, and a few explosions will directly carry a few nests. 

Black Shadow is very angry. 

There are too many people, and the number of people in the dens of these explosions is at least a few 

hundred people. In such a situation, he held his breath on the 

spot . Although he was not worried that his own people would be wiped out, the method was too 

murderous. 

“Kill, kill, kill, kill him for me.” 

He growled angrily. 

When the man in black heard such an order, he rushed towards George Hanzai in the next second. 

But almost at this moment, there was another loud bang, causing everyone present to shake. 

George Han stopped abruptly and looked down the place of the explosion. 

In the present situation, he must be careful in each situation. 



There may be a problem with the retreating Amelia Su and others, or it may be that the enemy has 

support, and so on, how could George Han be careless? 

George Han had a reaction here, and the other party obviously also responded. 

A group of people also quickly turned around and looked at the sound of the explosion. 

Suddenly, 

they were dumbfounded. 

It’s about a few hundred meters away from them. 

Suddenly, an extremely strong force from the ground suddenly struck! 

The ground was directly overturned by a huge hole, and the fiery red flames shot into the sky. 

Although its explosive power and destructive power are not too strong, the thick ground almost resists a 

lot of its power, but the visual effect it brings is very strong. 

At least, in such a dark night, it is so colorful. 

George Han felt strange. 

That direction doesn’t seem to be the direction Amelia Su and the others fled. 

However, the breath of the explosion looked a bit like Amelia Su’s. 

The man in black was also stunned. 

They have no support, so it is unlikely that they are friendly forces. 

Moreover, they are very disciplined, and 

without Sombra’s order, it is impossible for them to have their own people rashly go to other places to 

attack. 

Moreover, this direction… 

“**!” 

The shadow who had been hiding in the dark suddenly couldn’t help but exclaimed. 

Perhaps, George Han didn’t know where this place was, but they knew it very well. 

Isn’t this hers their old nest? ! 

Who will take over their nest? ! 

“Damn it!” 

Suddenly, the shadow man suddenly remembered who it was. 

Obviously, at this time, who can suddenly engage in their nest, other than those who escaped and 

retreated first, who else could it be? 



These ants are simply disgusting. 

I didn’t chase them and kill them, don’t they know how to beg for mercy? 

How dare you take the initiative to attack yourself? ! 

Chapter 4499 

fu**, this is simply abominable to the extreme. 

Thinking of this, Hei Ying gritted his teeth. 

He suddenly appeared, and a few men in black immediately appeared beside him. 

“Elder, what should we do?” 

“Would you like to lead the army to support immediately?” 

“Please also ask the elder to order!” 

Several subordinates said urgently. 

Hei Ying was furious, his hands clenched into fists. 

It’s not impossible to draw troops now. 

But the crux of the problem is that he can’t swallow this breath. 

He sent so many troops and played such a situation, but in the end, he needed to divide his troops and 

he was exhausted. 

How can this not make people feel suffocated? 

However, if he wanted to act on his own at this time, he also knew very well that his old nest would 

probably be devastated. 

“Elder, are you worried that if you withdraw your troops to Longcheng for support, there will be a gap in 

the 

Tianluodi net ?” 

Seeing that he had not made up his mind, his subordinates asked cautiously. 

The shadow suddenly became furious: “Let’s be presumptuous.” 

Does what the subordinate said have any influence in this regard? Apparently there is. 

Now that the ambush is on all sides, it can basically be said that George Han is completely inside and 

three layers, even if George Han is suddenly taking some medicine, he suddenly has a lot of energy. 

But he still wasn’t worried. 

And this is derived from the precision and integrity of its own ambush. 

If it weren’t for these, he wouldn’t have given up the life and death of Angelica. 



Although the two sides are not a system, they are grasshoppers on the same boat in the true sense. 

If something happened to Angelica, of course he couldn’t just stand by and watch. He didn’t show up at 

that time. He just set up a defense in secret and beat George Han thoroughly. 

But where do you know that such a good effect has only lasted for so long, and now 

it has to face dismantling. 

Especially after dismantling these, they are a bunch of ants that they despise at all! 

Once he withdraws his troops to support the old nest, then the defense line on George Han’s side will 

inevitably loosen. 

He wasn’t worried that George Han would escape because of this, but he couldn’t swallow this 

arrogance. 

“fu**, I’m afraid of him?” 

Looking at George Han, who was slaughtered, the shadow angrily rebuked. 

The subordinates hurriedly bowed their heads: “The subordinates are lying, please forgive the elders. 

It’s just that the dragon city…” He 

took a heavy breath, and the shadow closed his eyes slightly. 

Up to now, even if you are in a fool’s errand, you have to make a sensible choice. 

“Send the fourth column and immediately rush to the Dragon City headquarters for support. Be sure to 

slaughter that group of waste to me.” 

Hearing the elder’s order, several subordinates 

immediately took the order. 

“Yes!” After the 

words fell, the subordinates immediately began to act. 

In a short time, a group of 5,000 troops quickly got out of their original position and went all the way to 

support the underground dragon city. 

Even if the opponent’s actions are very careful, meeting an opponent like George Han is doomed to be a 

vain move. 

With the spread of consciousness, George Han had already noticed the actions of this group of people. 

An inexplicable explosion, how could George Han not take it to heart? 

Originally, he was still wondering who the explosion came from, but after seeing the other party start to 

act, George Han could basically feel relieved. 

Friends not enemies! 

Thinking of this, George Han immediately sneered. 



Damn, you’re besieging me here. It’s so comfortable that you want to leave now? ! 

“Grass, have you asked Lao Tzu?” 

Anyway, no matter what the other party’s purpose was, George Han had the same idea. 

If you want to go 

, I won’t let you go. 

The enemy of the enemy is his friend. 

Doing this with the enemy is absolutely right. 

“Brush!” 

George Han thought of it and did it, his body suddenly ejected like a missile, blasting towards the fourth 

column at the back of the black-clothed crowd. 

Because the speed was too fast, and because the opponent did not expect that such a covert action 

would be discovered by George Han, the effect of George Han’s fierce attack was almost completely 

exhausted. 

Boom! 

The fourth column, without the slightest bit of defense, was like a sheep without legs, and ran into 

George Han, a vicious big tiger. 

With bursts of explosions, there were countless casualties. 

The subordinates who had just retired had no choice but to quickly find the shadow. 

“Report… report, the fourth column suddenly… suddenly received a devastating blow, please… request 

support…” 
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shadow does not speak, he is not blind, how can he not see clearly what is happening in the distance? 

He was so angry that his whole body even trembled wildly with anger. 

This George Han, the son himself is no longer safe, and he dares to attack his troops at this time. 

Just annoying! 

“Don’t entangle with him too much, order the fourth column to temporarily give up the support mission, 

and wrap the damned George Han for me on the spot.” 

“At the same time, order the fifth column to immediately support the underground dragon city! “ 

“Yes!” The 

subordinate took the order and hurriedly retreated. 



Soon, the situation on the battlefield was adjusted. The fourth column, which was trapped by George 

Han, adjusted its direction, stabilized its military spirit, and joined forces with the rushing one, two, 

three, and three columns to re-encircle George Han. 

And the fifth column outside was on a mission and went to support in the direction of the underground 

dragon city. 

The fifth column 

did not participate in the battle, and had been ambushed throughout the city from beginning to end, 

belonging to the peripheral troops. 

Even if George Han found out that the enemy had quickly adjusted his strategy at this time, and wanted 

to stop him, he was still out of reach. 

One is that he is surrounded again, and the other party is already prepared. 

Second, the fifth column was indeed too far away, and George Han was too late to rush over. 

Seeing the fifth column slipping away right under his nose, George Han was very depressed, but there 

was really no other way. 

“Kill!” 

But almost at this moment, accompanied by bursts of shouting and killing sounds. 

An astonishing scene appeared. 

I saw a few teams of people suddenly kill from the side. 

Although these people are dressed in ordinary clothes, they are not a lot in absolute numbers. 

“Polar Bear Legion?!” 

Even if his brother was a new recruit, George Han 

could see clearly and clearly recognize it. 

But George Han also knew very well that even if his brothers had an absolute numerical advantage, they 

would not have much chance of winning against this group of men in black, who were almost all elites. 

In addition to being happy, there is also a moment of worry. 

Their timely appearance can indeed directly smash the other party’s strategic intentions, which is a 

great good thing. 

But the problem is that with their combat power, it is completely for nothing. 

George Han’s flesh hurts. 

These are their soldiers. 

Sure enough, with these guys rushing to the fifth column, as soon as they exchanged fire with them, the 

battle was as quickly as George Han thought. 



The support plan of the fifth column was directly disrupted, but the tens of thousands of polar bear 

corps also continued to lose soldiers in the battle. 

The gap between the strengths of the two sides is so great that the battle is almost one 

-sided. 

“fu**!” 

George Han saw it in his eyes, anxious in his heart. 

But right now, his only way is to solve the soldiers and horses around him as soon as possible, and kill 

them all the way. 

Although the brothers of the polar bears are much weaker, if they have their own backbone, their losses 

will be minimized. 

Thinking of this, George Han took action. 

But he thought so, and the enemy obviously thought so too. Therefore, a group of people immediately 

increased the siege and suppression of him, and even in the end, it was already at all costs. 

This made George Han’s raid almost difficult. 

Time is passing madly, and the brothers of the Polar Bear Legion are constantly falling. 

At this time, the underground dragon city. 

With the rise of the explosion, Amelia Su knew that this movement was enough to shake the people 

above. 

“I hope that 

this kind of adjustment can help George Han share a lot of pressure.” After the 

words were finished, a person hurried over at this time. 

He was a spy arranged by Scar, whose purpose was to investigate the level of the effects caused by the 

explosion. 

“How?” Amelia Su asked. 

“The other party has sent people to support, but the leader of the alliance blocked a troop, and our 

polar bear army also blocked a troop. The two sides are fighting!” 

Hearing this, Amelia Su’s eyes suddenly lit up, George Hanhui Amelia Su expected to help out. 

However, the people of the Polar Bear Corps chose to take the initiative to attack without the command 

and leadership of the leader, which was something that Amelia Su never thought of. 

But anyway, this is good news. 

“Okay, while they can’t get down, play with them for a bigger ticket.” A sneer appeared on the corner of 

Amelia Su’s mouth.. 



 


